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MISG - Helping industry using mathematics
Each year, industries propose problems to the mathematics community that they would like
assistance with solving. Due to the nature of MISG-SA, the �ndings of the problems need to
be publishable as Technical Reports to the industry sector and also as peer-reviewed
academic journals.

Please �nd some additional information about our Organisers, Funders, and some of our
previous MISG-SA research projects here.

How can we process sugar cane better?
In this MISG-SA problem, researchers looked at how mathematics can be used help to
improve sugar production. The sugar industry in South Africa is currently experiencing
di�culties in growth, and faces competition from countries like Brazil. The method used to
extract sugar from sugar cane was invented in South Africa, and involves using water, along
with  a piece of equipment called a di�user. This helps to separate sugar crystals from the
sugar 'juice', or syrup.

The problem posed to MISG-SA by the Sugar Industry looked at how to �nd just the right
amount of water needed to get sugar crystals from sugar cane syrup - the water needs to be
evaporated to expose the sugar crystals, and this involves using energy. The project wanted
to �nd the perfect amount of water to use in order to both save energy, and get as many
sugar crystals as possible from the process. More sugar and less energy expenses means
more pro�t for the industry
 
Watch our MISG 2-minute sugar cane project video here.
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At the MISG-SA, we put together a panel of experts to explain more how mathematics can be
used to solve this problem. You can listen to the panel explain how photographs and arti�cial
intelligence can be used to save water and energy in sugar production, and ultimately
increase pro�ts made by the Sugar Industry.

Listen to our MISG podcast on the sugar cane processing project here, and please share it
with others.
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